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Synopsis: "I Gelosi" (The Zealous Ones) lovingly recreates the world of the commedia dell'arte and tells the
story of Italy's first great traveling theatre troupe. In the late 16th Century the Gelosi company takes the
provinces by storm, thanks to the beauty, wit and charm of Isabella Andreini, one of the very first women
ever to play on the stage. Invited to perform at the Court of King Charles IX of France, the Gelosi become
the toast of Europe - until they risk the wrath of the Pope with a virulent theatrical satire. Hounded from the
French Court, the company's fortunes sink, despite the increasing brilliance of Isabella's talents. Jealousy,
madness, and selfishness tear the company apart. Finally, the Gelosi return to the poverty from whence they
came.

Cast Size: 6 Males, 4 Females

“Immensely ambitious, vastly entertaining... A vibrant period portrait of a seminal company whose
innovations changed the course of theatrical history.” - LA Times

"The sort of play we see far too rarely - smart, articulate, and full of engrossing historical details." -
Backstage West
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From reader reviews:

Charles Killough:

The feeling that you get from I Gelosi will be the more deep you excavating the information that hide inside
words the more you get enthusiastic about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to understand
but I Gelosi giving you excitement feeling of reading. The article writer conveys their point in selected way
that can be understood simply by anyone who read this because the author of this publication is well-known
enough. This book also makes your vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to understand then can go
together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We recommend you for having this I Gelosi
instantly.

Eric Graves:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you actually, why because this I Gelosi publication written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who else read the
book. Written throughout good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and publishing skill only for
eliminate your personal hunger then you still uncertainty I Gelosi as good book not merely by the cover but
also with the content. This is one e-book that can break don't judge book by its cover, so do you still needing
a different sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already said so
why you have to listening to yet another sixth sense.

Enrique Boggs:

This I Gelosi is completely new way for you who has fascination to look for some information because it
relief your hunger details. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still
having little bit of digest in reading this I Gelosi can be the light food to suit your needs because the
information inside this kind of book is easy to get simply by anyone. These books create itself in the form
that is reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in publication form
make them feel tired even dizzy this guide is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a e-book
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you actually. So , don't miss the
item! Just read this e-book variety for your better life in addition to knowledge.

Bruno Reed:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book may filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book means, more simple and reachable. That I Gelosi can give you a lot of buddies because by you
checking out this one book you have issue that they don't and make an individual more like an interesting
person. This kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you information that
might be your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than different make you to be great men and women.
So , why hesitate? Let's have I Gelosi.
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